A version of the coupled Yang-Mills-Dirac equations for differential forms is presented. In this version the equations are defined and conformal in any odd dimension; they share many of the analytic properties of the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations in these dimensions. A point singularity problem is formulated and solved for the Yang-Mills-Dirac equations in dimension 3. In this dimension the solutions can be associated with a definite energy functional resembling the magnetic-monopole energy.
1. The Yang-Mills-Dirac equations are a coupled system of nonlinear partial differential equations in which the unknowns are sections of twisted vector bundles. When the base space is R 4 these equations can be used to describe the interaction of an external force field (the Yang-Mills field F A ) with the field φ induced by a fermion (the Dirac field).
In dimensions n φ 4 the equations have mathematical interest as an example of a system which is elliptic modulo the action of a symmetry group. That is, let (A, φ) be a solution of the Yang-Mills-Dirac equations and let G be a fixed transformation group. Then the pair (g(A), g{φ)), g e G, is also a solution and we identify (A, φ) with (g(A), g{φ)). There is a g 0 £ G such that (go{A) 9 gp{φ)) is a solution of an elliptic system of partial differential equations, although the system satisfied by (A, φ) may not be elliptic.
In such a model the removability of singularities is a particularly interesting problem for two reasons. First, the Yang-Mills-Dirac equations have an interpretation as the Euler-Lagrange equations of an energy functional, so ordinarily one would consider weak solutions and show the existence of classical solutions by a partial regularity argument. Unfortunately, the concept of a weak solution is ambiguous in this case, since {A, φ) and (g(A) 9 g(φ)) need not lie in the same function spaces. Thus one is motivated to try to characterize the singular set by asking what kind of singularities a classical solution can have. Second, the transformation go m &y act discontinuously on the fiber, changing the topology of the vector bundle and thus altering the 104 THOMAS H. OTWAY original singular set. If we want to use elliptic theory in order to remove singularities by applying transformations in G, we will therefore want to choose among continuous elements of G in order to preserve the singular set. The obstruction to doing this is the smoothness of the Yang-Mills field F A , which is represented by the bundle curvature. Precisely, the transformation g 0 is guaranteed continuous if and only if F A lies in the space IP for some p > n/2 in a region about the singularity [11] .
T. H. Parker showed [4] that solutions cannot have point singularities in dimension 4 if the total energy of the coupled field is finite. Conditions for the nonexistence of point singularities in (even) dimensions n > 4 were given in [3] . In dimension 2 the Dirac equation reduces to the eigenvalue equation for a twisted Cauchy-Riemann operator. Point singularities in this dimension can be removed by an argument similar to [9] , provided F A e L ι and φ e H 12 at the puncture and provided that a holonomy condition is assumed. All these arguments require techniques developed by K. Uhlenbeck for the pure Yang-Mills equations in dimension 4 ([10], [11] ).
The close mathematical relation between solutions of the Yang-Mills-Dirac equations and those of the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations suggests that the point singularity problem should have interesting features in dimension 3. In this dimension the corresponding problem for the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations requires delicate analytic techniques ( [6] , [8] ).
In fact the Yang-Mills-Dirac equations are of particular interest in that, in distinction to the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations, in the former system φ is coupled to F A in both (second-order) equations [see eqs.
(1.2)]. Thus an improvement in the smoothness of φ does not give an immediate improvement in the smoothness of its coefficients.
In n = 2k dimensions the Yang-Mills-Dirac equations can be written as a first-order system in (F A , φ):
I 0φ = mφ
Here D* A : Λ^(ad£) -> Λ^-^ad-E) is the formal adjoint of the exterior covariant derivative D A on a vector bundle E with connection 1-form A the lie-algebra-valued 2-form F A is a local representation of the curvature of E the spinor φ is a smooth section of V Θ E, where V is a 2fc-dimensional complex vector space isomorphic to the Clifford algebra C(E) of E 0 A is the covariant Dirac operator on twisted spin bundles; m is a section of a trivial real line bundle. If E is derived from a principal bundle with compact structure group G and p is a unitary representation of G, then
where ( , ) denotes inner product, σ a is an orthogonal basis for the lie algebra of G, and {ej is an orthonormal frame. (See [4] for details.) In odd dimensions it is customary [1] to replace 0A by the operator e 2 k0A > where β\, ... , e 2 k is a basis for C(E). This entails a restriction on the sign of m whereas the eigenvalues of 0A are symmetric about the origin, the eigenvalues of e 2 k0A lie on a half-axis. No restriction on the sign of m occurs if we use the vector-space isomorphism between C(E) and A*(E) to replace the Dirac equation in (1.1) by a second-order equation on 1-forms; taking n = 3 we have, denoting by D A the total covariant derivative on Λ* ® E,
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Here {£/} is an orthonormal basis of 1-forms; φ G Λ^adJ?); [ , ] denotes lie bracket; * : A p -> A n~p is the Hodge involution. The motivation for writing eqs. (1.1) in the form (1.2) comes from the theory of conformal invariance. One wants to determine a choice for the conformal weight w of a solution φ to eqs. (1.1) that will be meaningful in odd dimensions.
Recall that a section ψ of a (weightless) vector bundle is said to have conformal weight w if for any scalar e λ \ψ(e λ x)\ = e~λ w \ψ(x)\.
Classically, ψ is written as a weight-?/; relative tensor: under coordinate transformations x -• y,
globally ψ is a section of the tensor product of the determinant bundle raised to the power w/n and a weightless vector bundle.
For example, a /7-form always has conformal weight p due to the invariance of differential forms under coordinate transformations. Let a(x) = a,i r .i {x)dx ι \ Λ Λ dx ι p. Since a is a section of a vector bundle it must satisfy a(e λ x) = a(x) in order to avoid coordinate dependence. Thus
This can only occur if (See [4] and [5] for a general treatment.) In dimension 4 it is necessary to choose w = 3/2 so that the coupled spinor Lagrangian = f JR 4 (φ,φ A φ)}d 4 x will be invariant under conformal transformations (coordinate changes of the form y = e λ x). Since F A is a 2-form and thus has conformal weight 2, and since any differential operator increases conformal weights by 1 (by the chain rule), this Lagrangian is conformally homogeneous in any dimension if w = 3/2:
For this reason the conformal weight of φ was chosen to be 3/2 in [3] . If n = 4, then the field equations (1.1) are the variational equations for Jΐ? 4 (x) when m = 0. However, this variational structure is relatively unimportant mathematically; this is due to the fact that Jϊ? 4 (x) is not bounded below as a functional as a result of the negative eigenvalues of 0 A . There is, however, value in a conformally invariant energy functional since it can be made small, again provided that it is definite [cf. (2.3), below]. Thus we seek a conformally invariant "energy" functional without requiring that it be related variationally to solutions of (1.1) or (1. ). The obvious choice, L tR n with w = (n -l)/2, is rejected since it is not bounded below. However, if n = 3 there is a very simple candidate. If the total field h(x) is defined to be (
1.3) h = \F A \ + \D A φ\ + \φ\ 2
(cf. [4] and [8] ) with w = (n -l)/2 = 1 the conformal weight of φ, then the energy functional P L p is bounded below by zero, conformally homogeneous for any p, and invariant if p = n/2. Notice that if n = 4, then w = (n -l)/2 = 3/2. In this sense our choice of conformal weight is a generalization of the 4-dimensional case. Further, in odd dimensions φ scales like an (n -l)/2-form. In particular, if n = 3 then φ scales like a 1-form (i.e., like a boson). The second of eqs. (1.2) is just the Weitzenbόck formula for the Dirac operator on ls-valued 1-forms (eq. (1.18) of [4] ). The first-order Dirac equation given in (1.1) is in fact a conformally invariant expression in n dimensions precisely when w = (n -l)/2 (see p. 11 of [1] and eq. (3.1) of [4]).
As for the first of eqs. Notice that if w = (n -l)/2, a version of (1.2) exists for any odd n, although (1.3) is not useful unless n = 3. Since we do not use the indefinite Lagrangian «^4, and since the eigenvalues of 0\ are nonnegative, we do not expect singularities in eqs. (1.2) to "integrate out" (cf. § §2 and 3 of [4] ). Thus we prove: THEOREM 1.1A. Let F A e L n l 2 {B) and φ e L P (B) for some p > n/(n -2), where B is an n-dimensional ball about the origin of coordinates in R n , n = 2k+l, k e Z + -{1}. Let φ e Λâ nd F A e Λ 2 (end is) satisfy in B -{0} the equations
Then (F A , φ) is equivalent via a continuous gauge transformation to a C°° solution in B.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 A requires that Lemma 2.1 of the following section be applied to φ, D A φ, and F A . In the latter two applications the hypothesis qo > 1/2 of the lemma restricts its application to the case n > 4. Thus the following 3-dimensional theorem requires a different proof than the higher-dimensional case: 2. We now prove the results stated in the previous section. We denote by C positive constants the value of which may change from line to line.
We require the following result from elliptic theory: LEMMA 2.1 [7] . Let u(x) > 0 be C°° in B -{0} and satisfy there
for f e L n l 2 {B). If for 1/2 < q 0 < q we have u e L 2nt hen V(u q ) e L 2 (B) and in a sufficiently small ball B, \fy e û satisfies ίη 2 \Vu q \ 2 dx < C !\Vη\ 2 u 2q dx.
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Notice that the test function η in Lemma 2.1 is not required to vanish in a neighborhood of the puncture.
We begin by proving Theorem 1.1 A. Apply Lemma 2.1 with u = \φ\, f = C\F\, q 0 = 1/2 + e, and q = n/2(n -2) + e. We conclude that Vu q is in L 2 (B) and apply Sobolev's inequality to obtain a better LP estimate for \φ\. Iterating the lemma with new values for go and q we find in a finite number of steps that φ G L r (B) for any finite value of r. LEMMA We can choose rj = ηW so that ψ ] -» 1 and ||V^( ί) || L » ^ 0 as δ -> 0 [7] . We find that in the limit in B -{0} . Apply Lemma 2.1 with u = v , / = C(\F\ + \φ\ \D A φ\), q 0 = [n -2)/4, and # = n/4. Again we find that the conditions of the lemma are met whenever n exceeds 4. We conclude that F e L r {B) for any finite r.
Making a continuous gauge transformation to a gauge in which A is a weak solution of an elliptic system, we easily complete the proof by the methods in Chapter 5 of [2] .
We now prove Theorem LIB. 
